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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Metabolic activity is a very important parameter when analyzing prokaryotes, under starvation stress, exposed to antimicrobials or fed with alternative carbon sources for fermentation processes \[[@pone.0141768.ref001]--[@pone.0141768.ref005]\]. Nutrient limitations or dynamically changing environments provoke evolutionary optimised adaption of the bacterial metabolism to ensure survival of the species. Therefore, bacteria are capable of rapidly sensing important intrinsic and extrinsic parameters affecting their survival, growth, and reproduction. However, the term "metabolic activity" is a resulting sum parameter of many enzymatic reactions. Generally, metabolic activity can be determined by measuring a specific substrate conversion, a detectable enzyme activity or a metabolite \[[@pone.0141768.ref006]\].

In contrast to invasive metabolic activity measurements using, *e*.*g*. quenching, cell lysis, or harmful environmental changes, common strategies for non-invasive measurement of metabolic activity use fluorescence to resolve intracellular, metabolic pathways. Since the metabolic pathways vary between organisms as well as individuals, metabolic activity measurements have to be tailored to metabolic specificities of microorganisms. The sensing-regulation function of cells can be exploited by using biosensor constructs for which the host has to be genetically modified beforehand. An overview of biosensor applications is given in \[[@pone.0141768.ref007]\]. However, this is not a suitable approach if genetic modification is problematic, *e*.*g*. for environmental studies or fermentative production validation.

The differentiation in co-factor dependent metabolic processes like pump activity and co-factor independent enzymatic conversion by hydrolases and dehydrogenases is stressed in \[[@pone.0141768.ref008]\]. Thus, fluorescence can also be introduced by fluorogenic substrates inside cells. An overview about those substrates used for bacterial differentiation is given in \[[@pone.0141768.ref009],[@pone.0141768.ref010]\]. Enzymatic hydrolysis of fluorogenic esters has been reported already for five decades to study living cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref011]\]. The commercially available CAM green is conventionally used, besides other fluorochromes, to validate viability of mammalian cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref012]--[@pone.0141768.ref014]\]. Intracellular carboxylesterase hydrolyses the ester groups of CAM to the corresponding carboxyl groups and alcohol is cleaved off equimolar \[[@pone.0141768.ref014]\]. The fluorescent product calcein is retained inside the cell due to its ionized carboxyl groups \[[@pone.0141768.ref015]\]. A recent study on cancer cells reported that the fluorochrome is transported out in an energy-dependent mechanism in dependency of environmental conditions of the cell. In general, cancer cells use ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, *e*.*g*. MRP-1, which is related to the potential of multidrug resistance, to shuttle calcein through the membrane. The hydrolysis of CAM and the efflux of calcein is already commercialized for mammalian viability testing or used for testing of multidrug resistance potential of tumor cell lines \[[@pone.0141768.ref012],[@pone.0141768.ref013]\].

Nevertheless, in the past green fluorescent calcein has also been presented for microbial analysis with flow cytometry devices \[[@pone.0141768.ref016],[@pone.0141768.ref017]\]. Hitherto, calcein fluorescence signals were not reported for all bacterial strains \[[@pone.0141768.ref016]\]. However, gram positive *Staphylococcus aureus* cells analyzed by FACS exposed to heating and antimicrobials after 1 h incubation at optimal growth temperature showed significant differences of fluorescence compared to control measurements \[[@pone.0141768.ref018]\]. FACS systems are widely established in all fields of microbiology for high-throughput single cell analysis \[[@pone.0141768.ref019]\]. However, cells have to be sampled from their environment of interest and can only be measured once, resulting in a snapshot view.

As a complementary technique, time-lapse microscopy offers a high temporal resolution long time analysis of single cells. Calcein green was used to demonstrate nutritional stress induced exchange of intracellular material between gram positive *C*. *acetobutylicum* and gram negative *D*. *vulgaris*. Nevertheless, controlled experimental conditions according to nutrient supply or stress conditions and analysis of statistically relevant cell numbers can be challenging during live cell microscopy \[[@pone.0141768.ref017],[@pone.0141768.ref020]\]. Microfluidic devices developed in recent years offer well controlled environmental conditions that can be easily combined with fluorescence time lapse microscopy \[[@pone.0141768.ref021],[@pone.0141768.ref022]\]. Thus, combination of microfluidic devices with automated time lapse imaging opens the gate for single cell observations with high temporal and spatial resolution of statistically significant cell numbers.

For sensing the dynamics of single cell esterase activity and fluorochrome pump activity of the gram positive representative microorganism *C*. *glutamicum*, a microfluidic method is presented. The intracellular hydrolysis of a CAM derivative and subsequent calcein efflux were unraveled in isogenic prokaryotes and their descendants of several generations. *C*. *glutamicum* is a relevant model organism to study dormancy as well as antibiotic tolerance or resistance, since it is related to pathogens like *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* or *Corynebacterium diphtheriae* \[[@pone.0141768.ref023],[@pone.0141768.ref024]\]. Dormant cells are characterized by reduced metabolism, no cellular growth, and the absence of cell division. These bacteria have to be distinguished from cells with the fate to die by proving metabolic activity or resuscitation \[[@pone.0141768.ref025]\].

Continuously perfused CAM converted by *C*. *glutamicum* has been applied to distinguish non-viable cells from metabolically active but non-growing cells. For the first time to our knowledge, violet fluorescent calcein efflux by a prokaryote was determined. This was realized by using our microfluidic cultivation technology in which several hundred microbial microcolonies can be cultivated in cellular monolayers under constant environmental conditions \[[@pone.0141768.ref026],[@pone.0141768.ref027]\]. This setup facilitates the analysis of dynamical intracellular heterogeneities of bacterial physiology in combination with high temporal resolution given by the combination of microfluidics and fluorescence time lapse microscopy \[[@pone.0141768.ref026]\].

Material and Methods {#sec002}
====================

Microfluidic Device {#sec003}
-------------------

The microfluidic device as depicted in [Fig 1A](#pone.0141768.g001){ref-type="fig"} is based on common polydimethylsiloxane micro-molding as described in full detail by Grünberger et al. 2013 \[[@pone.0141768.ref028]\]. The picoliter sized micro-structured cultivation chambers have a height of 1 μm facilitating the growth of monolayered isogenic microcolonies. Several hundred cultivation chambers are arranged in parallel in four arrays for each of the four main channels ([Fig 1B](#pone.0141768.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Microfluidic device and its submicrostructures.\
**(A)** Assembled microfluidic device with connected inlet and outlet tubings. **(B)** Parallel cultivation chamber arrays with branched main channels that subdivide in smaller channels for media perfusion. A a single device contains four cultivation chamber arrays with 352 chambers each. **(C)** Microcultivation chamber. **(D)** SEM micrograph of a cultivation chamber.](pone.0141768.g001){#pone.0141768.g001}

Bacterial Cultivation {#sec004}
---------------------

*Corynebacterium glutamicum* ATCC 13032 was pre-cultivated in a 20 mL shaking culture with brain heart infusion (BHI, BD, Heidelberg, Germany) at 30°C overnight. For microfluidic cultivation using complex medium BHI, another shaking flask culture with BHI was inoculated with the pre-culture. Exponentially growing cells of the shaking flask culture were transferred into the microfluidic device. Else two further pre-cultures were performed in minimal medium CGXII described by Keilhauer et al. 1993 containing 4% (w/v) glucose \[[@pone.0141768.ref029]\]. Media for microfluidic cultivations were modified as indicated by pH adjustment, omitted addition of glucose, protocatechuate, and iron, respectively, or addition of 10 μg/mL ampicillin or 10 μg/mL chloramphenicol, respectively. A constant cultivation temperature of 30°C was ensured for microfluidic cultures by an incubation chamber (PeCon GmbH, Erbach, Germany) mounted on the inverted epifluorescence microscope.

Fluorescence Time Lapse Imaging {#sec005}
-------------------------------

The microfluidic device was installed on a fully motorized time-lapse epifluorescence microscope (NIKON TI-Eclipse) with thermal drift compensation (Perfect Focus System) and a Plan Apo 100 Oil Ph3 DM objective. All microscope components were purchased from Nikon GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany if not specifically stated. The setup was further equipped with a digital CMOS camera (Neo sCMOS, Andor Technology Plc., Belfast, United Kingdom), white LED illumination (pE-100, CoolLED, Andover, UK) for phase contrast imaging and a mercury light source (NIKON Intensilight) for epifluorescence illumination. CAM was analyzed with a filter set (EX 340--380 nm, DM 400 nm, BA 435--485 nm). Dihydroxycalcein acetoxymethyl ester (DHCAM) was excited and imaged every 6^th^ frame using a filter set (EX 465--495 nm, DM 505 nm, BA 515--555 nm). The transient state of initial CAM uptake and conversion of freshly seeded bacterial cells during the experimental set-up phase were imaged at high temporal resolution (frame interval 2.4 sec). Elsewise, an imaging frame interval of 8 min was kept.

Metabolic activity sensing method and experimental validation {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The perfusion media for microfluidic cultivation contained 46.3 μM calcein acetoxymethyl ester (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany), if not indicated else, and were infused at a rate of 300 nL/min with a high-precision syringe pump (neMESYS, Cetoni GmbH, Korbussen, Germany) through the microfluidic device during time lapse imaging. The rate of photobleaching was determined with growth inhibited cells under glucose free conditions by constant illumination with the same light intensity chosen for all experiments. Cells were grown overnight and perfused with CGXII + 4% glucose and CAM. The medium perfusion was stopped for several hours until the calcein fluorescence was constant before photobleaching was measured on 85 individual single cells in a fluorescence range from 110 AU to 700 AU. The intensity loss by photobleaching during light exposure was determined as percentage from the initial single cell mean fluorescence per frame. The presence of phototoxicity was determined by detection of radical oxygen species (ROS) with dihydroxycalcein acetoxymethyl ester (DHCAM). The influence of co-metabolization of the ester groups of CAM was analyzed using the CAM surrogate substrate methyl methoxyacetate. Three mol methyl methoxyacetate corresponded to one mol CAM.

Data Analysis {#sec007}
-------------

Time lapse image data was analyzed with a customized workflow implemented as an ImageJ/Fiji plugin \[[@pone.0141768.ref030]\]. Cell identification was performed using a segmentation procedure specialized to detect individual bacteria in crowded populations. Detected cells were subsequently tracked throughout image sequences using an adapted single particle tracking approach as implemented in TrackMate \[[@pone.0141768.ref031]\]. The image analysis was used for extraction of area and fluorescence of individual cells, as well as derived quantities (*i*.*e*., mean fluorescence of all cells of a colony). The analysis and visualization software *Vizardous* \[[@pone.0141768.ref032]\] assisted with analysis and interpretation tasks of single cell data in an interactive, configurable and visual way by augmenting lineage trees with time-resolved cellular characteristics.

Calculations {#sec008}
------------

The apparent growth rate μ~app~ was calculated by the increase in the sum of cell sizes of a colony during 10 frames (80 min) in minimal medium CGXII and 6 frames (48 min) in complex medium BHI. Single cell reaction rate constants of conversion or efflux were determined by the course of the mean fluorescence directly after shift of media condition to carbon free medium (CGXII---GLC---PCA) and after backshift to CGXII + 4% GLC, respectively.

Results {#sec009}
=======

CAM uptake and calcein fluorescence formation {#sec010}
---------------------------------------------

A dynamic, non-invasive metabolic activity sensing method was set up successfully using the biotechnologically relevant model prokaryote *C*. *glutamicum* ATCC 13032. The esterase substrate CAM is taken up by the bacterium and converted intracellularly to violet fluorescent calcein. The mean single cell fluorescence of bacterial cells, which is the averaged fluorescence signal of all pixels belonging to an imaged cell, described the metabolic activity considered of esterase activity and calcein efflux of bacteria on single cell level. The average single cell fluorescence of all cells of a microcolony was designated as mean fluorescence.

The mechanism how CAM passed the approximately 32 nm thick cell wall of four different layers and the cell membrane of the gram positive prokaryote is not unraveled yet \[[@pone.0141768.ref033]\]. However, the metabolic route of CAM and its hydrolysis product calcein is illustrated schematically in [Fig 2](#pone.0141768.g002){ref-type="fig"}. CAM is hydrolyzed intracellularly to its corresponding carboxylic acid and all ester groups are cleaved off and the fluorochrome accumulates in living cells. The acidic calcein is secreted partially according to the cells fitness and reaction to the environmental conditions.

![Cellular CAM metabolism model of a *C*. *glutamicum* cell.\
Gram positive *C*. *glutamicum* has a cell wall of different layers, which has to be passed by the fluorogenic substrate CAM. Once the cell wall is transversed by a presumably non-passive diffusive mechanism, CAM is converted to the fluorophore calcein and ethanol by intracellular carboxylesterases. The acidic calcein is assumed to be secreted by an energy dependent transport mechanism with a putative ATPase.](pone.0141768.g002){#pone.0141768.g002}

CAM was fed in excess continuously together with complex medium (BHI) or minimal medium (CGXII) into a supply channel to feed single bacterial cells seeded into sequential cultivation chambers, followed by growth and division. Four cultivation conditions could be compared during every microfluidic cultivation in parallel.

[S1 Video](#pone.0141768.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} displays metabolic activity sensing of growing bacteria under reference conditions at pH 7. Generally, the mean single cell fluorescence of growing bacteria increased linearly over time until cell division. After cell division smaller daughter cells showed reduced mean single cell fluorescence compared to their mother cell.

Non-growing but viable cells exhibited higher mean single cell fluorescence than growing bacteria under comparable cultivation conditions. Cells considered as non-viable showed no significant mean single cell fluorescence. The schematic categories according to growth and metabolic activity are depicted in [Fig 3A](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The half time t~50~ of fluorescence signal formation in freshly seeded *C*. *glutamicum* cells following CAM uptake and subsequent enzymatic conversion was determined to be 10.6 ± 1.0 min in CGXII + 4% GLC. This was measured immediately after the addition of CAM to the medium ([Fig 3B](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The difference of endpoint mean single cell fluorescence of individual cells indicated that the CAM uptake was not strictly by passive diffusion ([Fig 3B and 3C](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}) as it is supposed for CAM green and mammalian cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref034]\].

![Metabolic activity sensing of growing and dividing cells.\
**(A)** Non-growing cells can be classified into non-viable non-fluorescent cells and non-growing but metabolically active bacteria, which showed highest mean single cell fluorescence in comparison. Growing bacteria showed moderate to medium fluorescence. **(B-C)** Mean single cell fluorescence of freshly seeded and heterogeneous sized bacteria is given after a change to minimal medium CGXII + 4% GLC containing CAM (n = 6 cells). **(B)** Increase in the mean single cell fluorescence of six individual cells of different cell size is shown over time after infusion of CGXII + 4% GLC + 46 μM CAM. **(C)** The mean single cell fluorescence of the individual cells presented in (B) is given according their size during the short term experiment. Increase of cell size due to growth could was neglectable during the experimental time of 30 min. Mean single cell fluorescence in dependency of cell size revealed marginal differences of the final equilibrium mean fluorescence of individuals. **(D-F)** Metabolic activity sensing of cells grown in complex medium BHI at pH 6.6 (red), pH 7.0 (green), and pH 7.4 (blue), respectively. **(D)** Average values of 10 cultivation chambers are presented. No significant difference in calcein fluorescence (solid lines) and growth represented by total cell area (dashed lines) could be observed for cultivation of *C*. *glutamicum* at pH 7.0 and pH 7.4. At pH 6.6, however, increased mean calcein fluorescence as well as a reduced total cell area was observed (n = 10 colonies analyzed at each pH). **(E)** The mean single cell area indicated a tendency of cell size reduction in average over time (n = 10 colonies analyzed at each pH). **(F)** Mean fluorescence correlates positively with the mean single cell area at all three pH values (n = 10 colonies analyzed at each pH).](pone.0141768.g003){#pone.0141768.g003}

Metabolic activity sensing was performed with complex medium BHI at media pH at 7.0 ± 0.4 to test the method under non-toxic cultivation conditions. *C*. *glutamicum* is reported to maintain its internal pH at 7.5 ± 0.5 in an external pH range of 6 to 9 \[[@pone.0141768.ref035]\]. Hence, the external pH was not supposed to alter the intracellular pH drastically circumventing detectable influence on calcein fluorescence. We determined that an external pH of 7.0 and higher had neither significant impact on the maximal growth rate (0.97 ± 0.03 h^-1^ at pH 7.0 and 1.02 ± 0.02 h^-1^ at pH 7.4, respectively) nor on the mean fluorescence over time. In contrast, at external pH 6.6 the mean fluorescence signal was clearly increased. Furthermore, a 20% decrease of maximal growth rate μ~max~ to 0.78 ± 0.02 h^-1^ due to a significant reduction of total cell area over time was observed ([Fig 3D](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S2 Video](#pone.0141768.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The mean fluorescence of all three growth conditions showed an initial decline within the two hours ([Fig 3D](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This happened simultaneously with a decrease in the mean single cell area over time ([Fig 3E](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the correlation of mean single cell area and mean fluorescence ([Fig 3F](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}), consequently the mean fluorescence decreased over time.

CAM concentration optimization {#sec011}
------------------------------

The CAM concentration in the perfusion medium was optimized to yield the highest fluorescence signal for online metabolic activity monitoring characterized by a hydrolysis reaction and a homeostasis like product efflux. Five different extracellular CAM concentrations (12 μM, 23 μM, 46 μM, 93 μM, or 139 μM) CAM in CGXII + 4% GLC (feast condition) and in despite of CAM carbon free CGXII---PCA (famine condition) were prepared, respectively ([Fig 4](#pone.0141768.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The perfusion of *C*. *glutamicum* cells with these CAM concentrations showed a significant increase in the mean single cell fluorescence during a famine phase of 10 h. For CAM concentrations higher than the optimal concentration at 46 μM no further increase in the mean single cell fluorescence could be observed. Instead, the mean single cell fluorescence decreased of CAM concentrations above 93 μM. The increase in the mean single cell fluorescence within the indicated starvation phase was followed by a sudden decrease after re-providing carbon in the perfusion medium. The intracellular calcein fluorescence transiently changed because of the active fluorochrome efflux ([Fig 4](#pone.0141768.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of mean single cell fluorescence and apparent growth rate at different extracellular CAM concentrations.\
Mean calcein fluorescence for five extracellular CAM concentrations are shown for five cultivation chambers each (every chamber is indicated with a separate colour). Perfusion medium was switched from CGXII + 4% GLC to carbon free CGXII medium (CGXII---PCA) supply for 10 h (indicated with red frame) to inhibit the energy-dependent calcein efflux. CAM conversion by intracellular esterase activity and subsequent calcein fluorescence showed a non-linear fluorescence increase except for concentrations higher than the optimal extracellular CAM concentration of 46 μM. The corresponding apparent growth rates changed according to the carbon supply and not because of an increase CAM concentration.](pone.0141768.g004){#pone.0141768.g004}

Media shift experiments were performed to discriminate and determine the influence of calcein efflux. Mean single cell reaction rate constants of CAM conversion to calcein in dependency of the extracellular substrate concentration were determined immediately after the initiation of carbon depletion ([Fig 5A](#pone.0141768.g005){ref-type="fig"}). After 10 h of famine condition the medium supply was switched back to CGXII + 4% GLC. After the re-supply of glucose, cells responded with an immediate and significant reduction of intracellular mean single cell fluorescence under feast conditions (Figs [4](#pone.0141768.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#pone.0141768.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The efflux rate constants of calcein secretion were determined in the initial 50 min of the reestablished feast condition ([Fig 5A](#pone.0141768.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The maximal mean single cell reaction rate constant at 0.005 min^-1^ of the calcein efflux was found to be twice as high as the maximal mean single cell reaction rate constant at approximately 0.0025 min^-1^ of the CAM conversion. However, *C*. *glutamicum* cells always showed remaining mean calcein fluorescence depending on their relevant enzyme activity, cell size, and environmental cultivation conditions.

![Mean CAM conversion rate constant and mean calcein efflux rate constant.\
**(A)** A mean maximal single cell reaction rate constant at 0.0025 min^-1^ was determined for CAM conversion under inhibition of calcein efflux due to carbon limitation. A maximal mean single cell calcein efflux rate constant was determined to be approximately twice as high at 0.005 min^-1^ (n = 5 colonies for each mean maximal single cell reaction rate constant). **(B)** Limitations in carbon supply inhibited cell division and energy driven transport of calcein out of the cell. Thus, mean single cell traces increase linearly over time until carbon supply was continued (every colored dotted line represent one individual cell, n = 15 cells).](pone.0141768.g005){#pone.0141768.g005}

Despite of the changes in mean single cell fluorescence, the resulting apparent growth rates at all five CAM concentrations showed no significant differences between all CAM concentrations. The apparent growth rates rapidly decreased after initiating carbon depletion and comparably recovered with an increased standard deviation after starvation stress ([Fig 4](#pone.0141768.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Experimental validation {#sec012}
-----------------------

The presented metabolic activity sensing was validated regarding non-invasiveness to bacterial growth and fluorescence signal stability. As already indicated by [Fig 4](#pone.0141768.g004){ref-type="fig"}, a mentionable impact on growth by CAM addition could not be found for concentrations up to 139 μM. Furthermore, a possible influence on growth by metabolized ester groups attached to CAM was analyzed by supplying the CAM-surrogate substrate methyl methoxyacetate. It is supposed to be taken up comparable to CAM and it is then enzymatically converted to ethanol and acetic acid. The methyl methoxyacetate concentrations were varied from 5 μM to 500 μM in CGXII + 4% GLC, corresponding to 1.7 μM to 166.7 μM CAM. No remarkable growth rate differences were observed between microcolonies grown in CGXII + 4% GLC with various methyl methoxyacetate concentrations or with addition of 46 μM CAM (corresponding to 138 μM methyl methoxyacetate) ([Fig 6A](#pone.0141768.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Experimental validation of the metabolic activity sensing method.\
**(A)** The CAM-surrogate methyl methoxyacetate was added to CGXII + 4% GLC and infused in three different concentrations in three separate supply channels of the microfluidic device to analyze the impact on growth by the intracellular digestion of the acetoxymethyl ester groups of CAM. The average maximal growth rates of five chambers cultivated with CGXII + 4% GLC with addition of three different methyl methoxyacetate concentrations are compared to a reference without addition (n = 5 colonies). The tested methyl methoxyacetate concentrations at 5 μM, 50 μM, and 500 μM corresponded to a CAM concentration of 1.7 μM, 16.7 μM, and 166.7 μM, respectively. In comparison the result for bacterial growth in CGXII + 4% GLC **+** 46 μM CAM is given. **(B)** An influence of the excitation light exposure (phototoxicity) during the fluorescence time lapse imaging was investigated by infusing DHCAM, which emits green fluorescence if light induced oxygen radical species are present. Typical experimental light exposure resulted in exponential cell growth (dashed black line, n = 5 colonies) and basal mean single cell fluorescence (green scatter plot, only every 6^th^ frame was measured, n = 5 colonies). In contrast, cells of the positive control experiment were initially exposed (\> 1 sec) to maximal light intensity before starting time lapse imaging. Control cells (n = 271 cells) displayed immediate increase in the mean single cell fluorescence (pink scatter plot) and a stagnating total cell number (red dashed line) due to photo-oxidative stress. **(C)** Photobleaching was determined to be marginal as plotted as percentage of signal loss over mean single cell fluorescence (n = 85 cells).](pone.0141768.g006){#pone.0141768.g006}

Furthermore, phototoxicity due to fluorochrome exposure was analyzed by replacing CAM with the reduced dihydroxycalcein acetoxymethyl ester (DHCAM). DHCAM was taken up and was hydrolyzed comparable to CAM. In contrast, DHCAM requires oxidation by intracellular radical oxygen species (ROS) typically induced under photo-oxidative stress, to generate the green fluorescence of the probe calcein green. As described in literature, photo-oxidative stress by ROS, which were introduced by energetic light exposure, is responsible for intracellular damage of DNA, proteins, and cell membranes and triggers stress responses of microorganisms \[[@pone.0141768.ref036]\]. ROS were detected supplying DHCAM during the cultivation of *C*. *glutamicum* with CGXII + 4% GLC. For positive control, inoculated cells were additionally exposed (\> 1 sec) to the highest illumination intensity before time lapse imaging to generate abundant intracellular ROS. [Fig 6B](#pone.0141768.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows that phototoxic stress was clearly indicated for the positive control by increased mean single cell fluorescence (pink scatter plot) and a stagnating total cell number (red dotted line). In contrast, the typical experimental illumination intensity during phase contrast and fluorescence imaging of calcein resulted in basal mean single cell fluorescence of calcein green (green scatter plot) and cell growth (black dotted line).

Concurrently, violet fluorescent calcein had a low vulnerability to photobleaching under standard experimental conditions with low light illumination. Photobleaching of calcein was determined with cells in a growth arrest phase due to carbon starvation. It was determined to reduce the mean single cell fluorescence by less than 0.2% at every fluorescence time lapse imaging snapshot ([Fig 6C](#pone.0141768.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

Besides, the excellent biological compatibility, calcein also performed no recognizable photobleeding. As evident from [Fig 5B](#pone.0141768.g005){ref-type="fig"}, calcein was contained intracellularly until the initiation of active transport by resupply of glucose. Moreover, calcein fluorescence showed a signal-to-noise ratio of 15:1 and higher compared to the extracellular medium. Nevertheless, significant increase of mean fluorescence of a colony resulted not of a mere growth reducing cultivation condition. However, it depends if bacterial growth is influenced due to reduction of the internal energy level due to increased ATPase activity (*e*.*g*. secretion of internal H^+^ excess) \[[@pone.0141768.ref035]\] or ATP depletion by substrate limitation \[[@pone.0141768.ref037]\].

Metabolic activity sensing under intermittent nutrient limitation {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Hence, starvation stress was induced to experimentally manipulate the calcein fluorescence in *C*. *glutamicum*. Therefore, cells were pre-cultivated for 4 h under normal conditions (CGXII + 4% GLC). Then an intermittent supply of the iron chelator procatechuate (PCA) ([Fig 7B](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}), iron ([Fig 7C](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}) or glucose and procatechuate (carbon limitation) ([Fig 7D](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}) was established for 12 h. Full nutrient supply was only re-provided to iron depleted and carbon starved cells after 12 h. Subsequently, recovery and growth of bacterial cells was initiated again ([Fig 7C and 7D](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Cells exposed to iron and carbon depletion needed approximately 24 h to reach comparable cell numbers compared to 12 h during the reference cultivation under continuous supply of CGXII + 4% GLC ([Fig 7A](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}). A late depletion phase of PCA after 4 h showed only minor impact on mean fluorescence or growth ([Fig 7B](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast the switch to limitation of iron (see [S6](#pone.0141768.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S10](#pone.0141768.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Videos) and carbon (see [S11](#pone.0141768.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S12](#pone.0141768.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Videos) was accompanied by cell growth stagnation, respectively. Furthermore, elongated cells were found after iron re-supply (see [S10 Video](#pone.0141768.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and under PCA limitation ([S5 Video](#pone.0141768.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Metabolic activity sensing of *C*. *glutamicum* wild type at intermittent nutrient limitation in minimal medium CGXII.\
Bacterial cells were cultivated in minimal medium CGXII with 4% glucose (CGXII + 4% GLC) at pH 7 before an indicated shift to a depletion phase by switch of perfusion medium supply. **(A)** Reference cultivation under continuous supply of CGXII + 4% GLG. **(B-D)** After 4 h pre-cultivation, the microchambers were perfused with minimal medium (n = 10 colonies). **(B)** without iron chelator protocatechuate (PCA) (CGXII + 4% GLC---PCA, marked with violet boxes, n = 10 colonies), **(C)** without iron (CGXII + 4% GLC---iron, marked with black boxes, n = 10 colonies), and **(D)** with carbon limitation (CGXII---PCA, marked with red boxes, n = 10 colonies), respectively. For carbon and iron depletion conditions the medium was switched back to initial medium after 15 h. Microcolony images of every cultivation conditions are shown at different experimental time points. The mean fluorescence of the colony and apparent growth rate over time are shown in comparison to the extracellular mean fluorescence of the perfusion medium in the supply channel (10 μm fluid height), inside the cultivation chamber entrances (1 μm fluid height) and in the direct cell proximity (1 μm fluid height).](pone.0141768.g007){#pone.0141768.g007}

The apparent growth rate revealed that iron depletion provoked a considerable growth reduction and cell division was inhibited. *C*. *glutamicum* cells with a deficiency of carbon exhibited a remarkable decline of cell growth but continued cell division resulting in smaller descendants. Although the growth reduction was comparable during the starvation phase of iron limitation as well as carbon deprivation, the mean fluorescence differed significantly according to the missing medium component. The mean fluorescence homogeneously increased steadily for all cells in the absence of the major carbon source glucose and metabolizable PCA, whereas the mean fluorescence remained unchanged without iron supply ([Fig 7C and 7D](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

Further on, the extracellular calcein fluorescence of the perfusion medium was compared to the intracellular fluorescence. This extracellular fluorescence was measured at three positions in various replicates: i) inside the supply channels, ii) at the connection channels inside the chamber and iii) in close proximity to the cells. The fluorescence measurement inside the supply channel gave a sum signal of all chambers connected upstream resulting in a global signal of calcein efflux. Supply channel measurements revealed higher fluorescence than inside the cultivation chambers due to the tenfold medium height compared to the chamber height.

The extracellular mean fluorescence of the reference and the cultivation condition with intermittent iron chelator supply as well as iron deprivation, reflected our findings of the intracellular calcein continuously released into the surrounding medium ([Fig 7A and 7B](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). However, under absence of glucose the course of the significantly lowered extracellular mean calcein fluorescence was contrasted to the continuously increasing intracellular mean fluorescence, proving calcein efflux inhibition ([Fig 7D](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Although the intracellular mean fluorescence remained rather constant during 12 h of iron starvation, calcein was continuously secreted and consequently CAM uptake and conversion proceeded steadily ([Fig 7C](#pone.0141768.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

On a single cell basis, iron starvation caused heterogeneous phenotypes at the end of iron limitation and during the first five hours after iron resupply as illustrated in [Fig 8](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Video](#pone.0141768.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The mean single cell traces of all growing and metabolically active descendants of one progenitor cells are shown in comparison with a spontaneously non-viable cell that lost its metabolic activity after lysis ([Fig 8A](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Bacteria showed an increase in their mean single cell fluorescence initially after media switch to CGXII + 4% GLC---iron and to CGXII + 4% GLC, respectively. The bacterial cells that were growth inhibited due to iron limitation showed comparable mean single cell fluorescence as their descendants after recovery during re-supply of iron.

![Metabolic activity sensing under iron limitation at single cell level.\
**(A)** Mean single cell fluorescence traces of all descendants of a progenitor cell are shown under intermittent iron supply. A daughter cell with higher calcein fluorescence than its siblings (light blue arrow) generated growing descendants with increased mean single cell fluorescence traces (light blue lines) in comparison to other descendants of the initial progenitor cell (grey mean single cell fluorescence traces). A single spontaneously non-growing cell changed from a dividing state to a non-growing state loosing esterase activity and intracellular calcein due to lysis (indicated by black arrow, lysed cell shown in **(C)** and **(D)**, respectively). **(B)** Mean single cell fluorescence traces of spontaneously non-growing cells of a microcolony are shown. Lysing cells (red lines) lost fluorescence spontaneously after lysis (red arrow). However, they were still detectable as apparently intact cells (end of recognition marked with red asterisks). The mean single cell fluorescence traces of a spontaneously non-growing but metabolically active cell (blue line) are shown in comparison. Mean single cell fluorescence increases shortly after cell birth (blue arrow). **(C)** A lysed but apparently intact cell (marked with black dashed line) and a cell directly before performing lysis (marked with red dashed line) are depicted. **(D)** Lysed cells still appear to be intact cells (red dashed line and black dashed line, respectively) after lysis. These non-growing cells showed no calcein fluorescence and were considered to be metabolically non-active. **(E)** A non-growing but metabolically active cell after re-supply of iron with elevated mean single cell fluorescence (marked by blue dashed line).](pone.0141768.g008){#pone.0141768.g008}

As illustrated in [Fig 3A](#pone.0141768.g003){ref-type="fig"}, non-growing cells due to iron induced stress can be distinguished in i) metabolically active fluorescent cells and ii) non-viable cells with reduced mean single cell fluorescence, with experimental examples shown in [Fig 8](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast to non-growing but active cells, we define non-viable cells as cells without the ability to restart growth and show no CAM conversion with resulting calcein fluorescence. The mean single cell fluorescence shortly increased after the medium switch before iron depletion and before the recovery phase, respectively. Cells with higher intracellular fluorescence than their siblings produced descendants with increased mean single cell fluorescence in comparison ([Fig 8A](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}, light blue lines). Although bacteria recovered and continued to grow after iron starvation ([Fig 8A](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}), a minority of cells exhibited a non-viable lysing phenotype ([Fig 8B--8D](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}, [S8 Video](#pone.0141768.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or despite of full nutrient availability, a non-growing but metabolically active state with remarkably increased mean single cell fluorescence ([Fig 8B and 8E](#pone.0141768.g008){ref-type="fig"}, and [S9 Video](#pone.0141768.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

After returning to full carbon supply, few cells stayed in a non-growing and non-dividing, but metabolically active state. This rare phenotype was present in every analyzed cultivation chamber (n = 10 cultivation chambers). We observed that these dormant cells could be identified by their much higher mean single cell calcein fluorescence compared to their siblings during the metabolic activity sensing. The appearance and evolution of a considerably high number of those non-growing *C*. *glutamicum* cells in a colony is depicted in [Fig 9](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"} and shown in [S12 Video](#pone.0141768.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. If carbon supply was changed from famine ([Fig 9A](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}, end of starvation phase) to feast ([Fig 9B](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}, end of cultivation) condition, most non-growing cells (blue and black lines) reacted with an immediate drastic decrease in the mean single cell fluorescence. This behavior was similar compared to readily growing cells with continued cell division. Some non-growing cells reacted with a delay of mean single cell fluorescence decrease after carbon re-supply.

![Metabolic activity sensing under carbon limitation at single cell level.\
**(A)** Microcolony image at the end of the cultivation phase under carbon limitation. Cells that performed no cell division after resupply of carbon are marked with arrows and are framed with dotted lines colored according to their mean single cell fluorescence traces in **(C). (B)** Microcolony image after regrowth under full nutrient supply at the end of cultivation. Cells that performed no cell division after carbon re-supply, are marked with arrows and are framed with dotted lines colored according to their mean single cell fluorescence traces in **(C). (C)** Mean single cell fluorescence traces of growing and non-growing bacteria before, during and after carbon depletion. Cells, which exhibit cell growth and division (grey lines), are compared to three phenotypes of non-growing cells with alternating mean single cell fluorescence during famine phase and reduced rate constants of calcein efflux under feast condition (red lines), increased mean single cell fluorescence during famine phase and after two hours after carbon resupply (blue lines) and average mean single cell fluorescence in comparison to normally dividing cells (black lines), respectively.](pone.0141768.g009){#pone.0141768.g009}

Using the single cell mean fluorescence traces, the non-growing cells could be subdivided in different phenotypes as shown in [Fig 9C](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}. Almost every fifth cell of these dormant bacteria exhibited a slowed down decrease in the mean single cell fluorescence after re-supply of carbon ([Fig 9](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}, indicated red). The other two categories showed similar mean single cell fluorescence during the starvation phase, but differed after the recovery phase of the colony. On the one hand there were non-growing cells with unremarkable course of mean single cell fluorescence compared to growing cells ([Fig 9](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}, indicated black), on the other hand the majority of non-growing cells revealed an increase in the mean single cell fluorescence after some hours ([Fig 9](#pone.0141768.g009){ref-type="fig"}, indicated blue).

Temporary growth inhibited *C*. *glutamicum* cells due to antibiotic exposure {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is actively discussed for severe diseases like tuberculosis and multidrug resistant pathogens, that there is an interfering relation between a transient state of reduced metabolic activity and antimicrobial tolerance or inheritable antibiotic resistance of cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref025],[@pone.0141768.ref038]--[@pone.0141768.ref041]\]. The metabolic activity sensing based on CAM was used to compare the bacteriostatic antibiotic chloramphenicol (CHL) and the bacteriocidal ampicillin (AMP) in their impact on bacterial growth and metabolic activity. CHL inhibits the protein synthesis that impacts among other protein expression the bioneogenesis of enzymes such as esterases, whereas AMP targets the bacterial cell wall synthesis. Thus, the cell wall structure is altered impairing, *e*.*g*. cell growth or molecular containment.

Changes in calcein fluorescence of growing bacteria and their subsequently evolving descendants differed according to the applied antibiotic ([Fig 10A and 10B](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}, [S3](#pone.0141768.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0141768.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Videos). Exponentially growing *C*. *glutamicum* cells were exposed to fatal concentration at 10 μg/mL of CHL and AMP, respectively, for one hour, as shown in [Fig 10](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}. Both antibiotic exposures were followed by an immediate arrest of cell growth ([Fig 10C](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}). The antibiotic CHL caused a faster change in mean single cell fluorescence compared to cells exposed to AMP addition. CHL impaired the growth and homogeneity of mean single cell calcein fluorescence of *C*. *glutamicum* cells and their descendants less than AMP at identical conditions ([Fig 10A and 10B](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}). After cells recovered from CHL stress, the mean single cell fluorescence increased simultaneously for all bacteria of the colony.

![Metabolic activity sensing of cells exposed to unviable antibiotic concentrations and metabolic activity changes of descendants after antibiotic stress.\
After an initial growth phase in complex medium BHI, cells were exposed to **(A)** 10 μg/mL ampicillin (cell wall inhibition, n = 5 colonies) and **(B)** 10 μg/mL chloramphenicol (inhibition of protein synthesis, n = 5 colonies), respectively, for one hour. The antibiotics were added to the perfusion medium during the exposure time and after an hour perfusion with antibiotic free BHI was continued. Calcein mean single cell fluorescence revealed how the antibiotics change the bacterial fitness during antibiotic exposure. (**C**) The apparent growth rate was determined for five microcolonies treated for one hour with AMP or CHL.](pone.0141768.g010){#pone.0141768.g010}

AMP caused an immediate increase in the mean single cell fluorescence. In addition, the growth totally stagnated during the antibiotic treatment of one hour and for the next subsequent two hours ([Fig 10A and 10C](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison, cells recovered faster from the treatment with bacteriostatic CHL than from contact with bactericidal AMP ([Fig 10C](#pone.0141768.g010){ref-type="fig"}). Both antibiotics induced heterogeneous mean single cell fluorescence of subsequent populations after growth disturbance by these antibiotics. AMP additionally caused elongated as well as bifurcated cells. Further, asymmetric cell division happened frequently. Following the increased noise of mean single cell calcein fluorescence, the esterase activity and calcein efflux were not decreased significantly in average after AMP treatment, but increased in cell to cell variation. In contrast to CHL, some cells reduced their mean single cell fluorescence during AMP presence remarkably and entered a non-growing state.

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

Non-invasive metabolic activity sensing {#sec016}
---------------------------------------

Intracellular calcein fluorescence is a universal indicator that the cell has active esterases and the energetic capability to perform transport mechanisms to secrete calcein. Therefore, comparative metabolic activity sensing relying on co-factor independent hydrolysis and fluorochrome trafficking could be demonstrated with intermittent deprivation of carbon, iron and the iron chelator PCA.

Fluorochrome incorporation, ester conversion, and light exposure were found to be non-invasive for the bacterial growth. The fluorescence signal was not found to be prone to photobleaching or photobleading. Both were not the reason for reduction of the mean single cell fluorescence following carbon re-supply after a starvation phase of 10--12 h. The revealed energy dependent calcein efflux of the *Actinobacteria* representative applied in the present work gives rise to the assumption that comparable ATPase activities are present to those reported for cancer cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref013],[@pone.0141768.ref042]\]. The mechanism of CAM uptake or calcein secretion by prokaryotes is not completely understood yet, but could be of interest to use CAM turnover for toxicity assays or multidrug resistance screening as it is already done with cancer cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref013],[@pone.0141768.ref042]\]. We performed a growth perturbation test with the antibiotics ampicillin and chloramphenicol, differing in mode of action, to demonstrate a temporal resolved insight on adaption of bacteria to abrupt antimicrobial exposure. After one hour of antibiotic addition the recovery and regrowth of these stressed bacteria and the impact on their descendants could be shown. The enhanced heterogeneity after ampicillin contact was supposed to be induced by disturbance of CAM uptake and calcein transport mechanism or calcein containment due to the antibiotic impact on cell wall synthesis. Chloramphenicol impaired mean single cell fluorescence especially during exposure and shortly after. This can be explained by rather reduced esterase activity than influence of calcein leakage.

Although, there are approaches with calcein green reported for physiology analysis of prokaryotes using FACS in literature \[[@pone.0141768.ref016],[@pone.0141768.ref018]\], a comparable time resolved approach under required environmental stability as presented here and recommended for mammalian cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref013]\] has not been reported to our knowledge so far. Nevertheless, there are plenty methodologies of measuring the metabolic activity of prokaryotes. It has to be distinguished weather a quantitative knowledge of a bacterial population is required or comparative information of single cells is necessary. Invasive methods require quenching and/or cell lysis, *e*.*g*. intracellular enzyme activity measurement \[[@pone.0141768.ref043]\] or metabolic profiling \[[@pone.0141768.ref040]\]. These are analyses that provide snapshot insights in dependency of sampling time points. Moreover, these assays are generally very specific for enzymatic reactions and reveal precise information about metabolic pathways in detail. However, these analyses are often sophisticated and labor intensive. For measurements many cells have to be sampled, prepared and lysed. Thus, no information about dynamic changes of intracellular enzyme activity is provided as demonstrated with our comparative fluorescence method.

Another technical method to test presence of metabolic activity in environmental samples is isothermal microcalorimetry that is a precise measurement of generated heat by cellular reactions of metabolism \[[@pone.0141768.ref044]\] and 16s RNA (rRNA) detection by surface plasmon resonance imaging \[[@pone.0141768.ref045]\]. For both methods it can be stressed that these are real-time measurements, although the result interpretation can be challenging for non-experts \[[@pone.0141768.ref044],[@pone.0141768.ref045]\].

Non-invasive metabolic activity sensing using bacterial substrates with stable isotopes is also of interest for diagnostic of human pathogens presence in patience. Approaches of stable-isotope breath tests using detection of isotopes of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen as evidence of infections are reviewed in \[[@pone.0141768.ref046]\]. In spite of the requirement, that the metabolic activity analysis has to be non-invasive to the host, the use of stable isotopes has to be performed by specialized scientist and has to be devoted with the relevant resources.

However, fluorescence based real-time measurement of metabolic activity enable scientists to determine physiological changes of bacteria in unviable cultivation conditions or metabolic activity changes due to substrate fluctuations. Metabolic key reactions used as detection mechanism are mostly based on redox reaction, respiratory activity, presence of rRNA, cellular energy pool or other enzymatic reactions as reviewed by Hammes et al. 2011 \[[@pone.0141768.ref047]\]. These metabolic activity measurements are either time resolved signals from bacterial suspensions or single cell resolved snapshots of endpoint reactions. Hence, the ideal prospective method of molecular resolved quantitative metabolic activity of viable and growing prokaryotes has still to be developed.

Even though, fluorophore expression system often based on GFP have a high potential to be advanced to single cell real-time monitoring of the metabolic activity, they share the disadvantages of expression heterogeneity and dependence of molecular oxygen for molecule ripening \[[@pone.0141768.ref038],[@pone.0141768.ref048]\]. Furthermore, the species of interest has to be genetically modified beforehand.

Otherwise the use of dyes to prove enzymatic reactions require that the cellular uptake is given and neither product nor fluorogenic substrate cause toxicity for long time observations \[[@pone.0141768.ref049]\]. Further, differential cellular uptake of a fluorogenic substrate can contribute to heterogeneous fluorescence output and has to be taken into account. Nevertheless, finding an appropriate substrate for microbial metabolic activity sensing can be the needle in the haystack, but as examined with CAM and *C*. *glutamicum* can help to answer the key question active or not in many experimental conditions.

Application of the metabolic activity sensing method {#sec017}
----------------------------------------------------

We applied the temporal resolved metabolic activity sensing based on intracellular fluorescence modulating enzyme reactions with microfluidic cultivation with lack of nutrient components and addition of antibiotics to demonstrate the applicability of the method with increasing impact on metabolic activity. Growth of *C*. *glutamicum* is reported by Liebl et al. 1989 to be stimulated by iron chelators as PCA in batch cultures with minimal medium. \[[@pone.0141768.ref037],[@pone.0141768.ref050]\] Siderophore-mediated iron transport in *C*. *glutamicum* was postulated in literature, but the mechanism and function is not fully stated, yet \[[@pone.0141768.ref051]\]. Metabolic activity sensing and single cell growth determination showed no impact, if PCA is omitted after 4 hours pre-cultivation with full nutrient supply. PCA might be an initial growth stimulating factor.

The influence of iron depletion is more difficult to elucidate \[[@pone.0141768.ref052]\]. For our model organism *C*. *glutamicum* it is reported, that the regulator of iron homeostasis DtxR controls a range of genes directly or indirectly. These genes are related to, e.g., i) TCA cycle enzymes (aconitase, succinate dehydrogenase), ii) hydrogen peroxide decomposing catalase, iii) iron uptake, iv) and iron storage \[[@pone.0141768.ref052],[@pone.0141768.ref053]\]. Iron is an important nutrient for growth and cell division, which were inhibited as long as iron was omitted in the perfusion medium. Nevertheless, CAM uptake, conversion and calcein efflux were not impaired by iron limitation. Metabolic activity sensing during intermittent iron starvation demonstrated that spontaneously non-growing cells can be distinguished due to intracellular calcein fluorescence in active cells and non-viables. Also cells appeared to be intact according phase contrast images, disintegrated cells can be identified by means of rapid mean single cell fluorescence loss due to cell lysis.

Non-growing cells that arose after intermittent carbon limitation proved to be metabolically active. These non-growing but metabolically active cells appeared in every analyzed microcolony under lack of carbon and differed phenotypically according to their mean single cell fluorescence after carbon re-supply. The resuscitation promoting factor Rpf2 is reported to trigger the regrowth of non-growing starved *C*. *glutamicum* cells after a switch from famine to feast condition. Rpf2 expression is controlled by GlxR, RamA, RamB in dependency of presence or absence of glucose. GlxR alone is involved in the control of 150 genes of carbon anabolism, catabolism and respiration of *C*. *glutamicum* \[[@pone.0141768.ref054],[@pone.0141768.ref055]\]. The complex regulation of Rpf2 may explain the heterogeneity of dormant cells observed after carbon limitation. This convinced us to consider further research using metabolic activity sensing on non-growing and recovering cells. Clearly, studies of non-dividing bacteria are challenging due to overgrowth by readily growing viable cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref056]\]. Therefore, we consider the presented method as highly relevant for other bacteria reported developing dormant phenotypes as it is the case for *M*. *tuberculosis* that is closely related to *C*. *glutamicum* \[[@pone.0141768.ref024],[@pone.0141768.ref025],[@pone.0141768.ref038]\].

A tremendous increase in the mean fluorescence under carbon limitation supported the conclusion that calcein is secreted energy dependent, because in the absence of glucose intracellular ATP was reduced. Another hypothesis for the drastic change in mean fluorescence can be induction of esterase activity and enhanced calcein production. However, increasing extracellular CAM concentrations did not result in a constant increase of calcein fluorescence. Therefore, a constitutive intracellular esterase activity is applicable. Nevertheless, the calcein esterase activity of *C*. *glutamicum* has not been characterized yet and require more experimental insights *e*.*g*. by gene expression analysis.

The fluorogenic substrate CAM is conventionally used to validate viability of mammalian cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref013],[@pone.0141768.ref014]\]. For cancer cells an energy-dependent transport of calcein by ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters like MRP-1 is reported in literature. These ATPases are related to multidrug resistance of tumour cells to several structurally unrelated cancer therapeutic drugs and were analysed by their potential to secrete calcein green \[[@pone.0141768.ref013],[@pone.0141768.ref042],[@pone.0141768.ref057]\]. The hydrolysis of CAM and the efflux of calcein of tumor cells is already demonstrated in literature and commercialized for mammalian viability testing or multidrug resistance potential of tumor cell lines \[[@pone.0141768.ref013]\]. *C*. *glutamicum* harbors ABC-type multidrug transport systems \[[@pone.0141768.ref058]\] and bears ABC-type multidrug transporter genes involved in homeostasis \[[@pone.0141768.ref035]\].

Nevertheless, revealing the molecular mechanism of calcein efflux has importance to further develop the metabolic activity sensing with CAM to a method of bacterial multidrug resistance screening as already established for tumor cells \[[@pone.0141768.ref013],[@pone.0141768.ref042]\]. Thus, drug related bacterial ABC transport mechanism can be considered as a further important application of our metabolic activity sensing method in future. Since effects induced by antibiotics are already demonstrated in relation to mycobacterial ATP metabolism of non-growing and growing phenotypes to elucidate evolving antimicrobial resistance \[[@pone.0141768.ref059]\].

The use of metabolic activity sensing with CAM for antimicrobial testing was demonstrated with an exemplary use of antibiotics AMP and CHL. The antibiotics differ in mode of action and they generated different mean single cell fluorescence traces of descendants after antibiotic exposure. The increased heterogeneity of mean single cell calcein fluorescence under AMP addition is partly explained by the impaired cell wall integrity due to bacterial cell wall synthesis inhibition. Furthermore, resistance of *C*. *glutamicum* to AMP is influenced in contrast to CHL by the expression level of the potential multidrug resistance gene *cepA* encoding an efflux pump like protein \[[@pone.0141768.ref060]\].

Spatial and temporal resolution as given by the single cell microfluidic cultivation approach was advanced with non-invasive instantaneous fluorescence imaging. Thus, else hidden changes of metabolic activity after nutrient depletion or exposure to antimicrobials could be made visible. Also efflux of calcein is not fully understood, yet, the conversion from the one to the other is in combination with a sampling free microfluidic approach a powerful tool to gain new insights in the metabolic activity of growing and non-growing bacteria. Non-growing, dormant or resistant cells exhibit a large potential for bacterial survival of antimicrobial substances such as antibiotics.

Supporting Information {#sec018}
======================

###### Metabolic activity sensing under reference conditions.

The colony growth and calcein fluorescence is shown in comparison using the complex medium brain heart infusion (BHI, BD, Germany) and the minimal medium CGXII as described by Keilhauer et al. 1993 \[[@pone.0141768.ref029]\], respectively.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Metabolic activity sensing at different media pH.

Example colonies growing in BHI medium with the pH 6.6, pH 7.0 and pH 7.4 are given in comparison, respectively.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Short term growth impairment by AMP.

The impact on single cell growth and calcein fluorescence by short term exposure of antibiotics at a concentration of 10 μg/mL is shown for bacteriocidal ampicillin. The growth arrest and cell deforming effect of AMP was stronger compared to CHL at the same concentration. Non-viable cells were shrinking and fading.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Short term growth impairment by CHL.

The impact on single cell growth and calcein fluorescence by short term exposure of bacteriostatic chloramphenicol at a concentration of 10 μg/mL is shown for bacteriocidal ampicillin and.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intermittant iron chelator supply.

After 3.7 hours, the perfusion medium was switched to procatechuate (PCA) free conditions (CGXII + 4% GLC---PCA).

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intermittant iron supply.

After 3.7 hours, the perfusion medium was switched to CGXII medium without iron (CGXII + 4% GLC---iron). The limitation of iron arrested the growth of *C*. *glutamiucum* cells until full media supply was returned after 15.2 hours.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intermittant iron supply with single cell events.

After 3.7 hours, the perfusion medium was switched to without carbon (CGXII---PCA). The limitation of carbon arrested the growth of *C*. *glutamiucum* cells until full media supply was returned after 15.2 hours.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Bursting iron depleted cells.

Bursting cells only appeared after returning iron containing perfusion medium to iron depleted cells.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Spontaneous non-growing cell after iron depletion.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Elongated cells after iron depletion.

Under limitation conditions without iron chelator or after resupply of full nutrient supply following iron limitation a phenotype of elongated cells frequently could be observed.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intermittant carbon supply.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Non-growing cells after carbon depletion.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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